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Risk Parity, Risk Management and 
the Real World
At the heart of risk parity, there is risk management. Risk parity’s core benefit — improved 
portfolio diversification — ulti mately is a product of how well risk is assessed and managed. 
For investment managers, the practical considerations are important.

In this article we consider two essential aspects of risk management for risk parity portfolios: 
maintaining balanced risk expo sures through time and managing portfolios through 
periods of significant market stress. We conclude that risk parity portfolios require dynamic 
management; their holdings need to be regularly adjusted to reflect the dynamics of 
underlying market risk. Further, we conclude that risk parity portfolios should incorporate a 
planned capital preservation strategy to try to avoid significant disruptions in a crisis.
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Sample Risk Parity Portfolios created using Equities (S&P 500 Index), Bonds (Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index) and Commodities (S&P GSCI). Notional exposures for 
static portfolio are set at inception. Notional exposures for dynamic portfolio are adjusted based on a volatility forecasting model. Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes only.

Common Goals, Divergent Choices 

Risk parity strategies share two common elements: (1) balanced risk 

exposures, which usually mean less capital exposure to stocks than 

traditional portfolios (and more exposure to everything else); and 

(2) the use of leverage to scale the portfolio risk to about the level of 

traditional portfolios.

The goal of risk parity strategies is for every thing in the portfolio to 

matter, but for nothing to matter too much. Implicit is the assumption 

that risk parity managers can make reasonable assessments of risk, 

and make those assess ments in a constantly changing market environ

ment. Generally, there are two approaches:

•	 The	 static	 approach. On initial portfolio construction, 

the manager determines the exposures needed to deliver 

comparable risk across asset classes, generally based on long

term historical behavior. These exposures are held steady 

through time. Managers may adjust exposures, but these 

changes are based on subjective views about risk and return.

•	 The	 dynamic	 approach. The manager fre quently reestimates 

asset and portfolio risks and adjusts the portfolio’s holdings to try 

to maintain a constant allocation of risk among the asset classes 

and a steady level of total portfolio risk. The dynamic manager 

requires a system atic method to estimate changes in risk levels, 

and may also have a systematic approach for preserving capital 

in periods of extreme stress.

A Balancing Act 

Though the goal is to balance risk exposures, managers hold capital 

exposures, and make transactions only in capital terms. Managers 

must therefore have a method for translating risk exposures into 

position sizes.

Static risk management, based on longterm assetclass characteristics, 

does not account for how risks evolve through time, so position sizes 

are relatively fixed. Static risk parity portfolios constructed in periods 

of relative calm become violently risky during periods of extreme 

market stress. For example, during the 2008 financial crisis, a static 

risk parity portfolio would have become dominated by the assets 

whose risks had experienced the greatest rela tive increases, such as 

equities and inflationlinked bonds. Just when diversification of risk 

would have been most valuable, these port folios became concentrated 

in risk, behaving much like traditional portfolios — undiversified 

and highly volatile.

Dynamic risk management seeks to target a portfolio’s risk exposures 

both across assets and through time, and so must regularly reassess 

risk and adjust exposures. The goal is not to time markets based on 

forecasting expected returns but instead to assess and manage the 

current risk environment, which can be done far more accurately. 

This process allows a dynami cally managed portfolio to remain 

much closer to its risk targets.  

Figure 1 illustrates the limitations of static risk management by 

comparing the volatil ity of two sample risk parity portfolios during 

the financial crisis. Both portfolios target 10% volatility, and at the 

Figure 1: Dynamic Risk Management Realizes More Consistent Portfolios 
Volatility of Two Approaches to Risk Parity Portfolio Management
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height of the crisis both exceed that target. But the portfolio with 

static risk management experiences a dramatic fourfold increase 

in volatility, while the volatility of the portfolio with dynamic risk 

management increases far more modestly.  

The risk level realized by the static portfolio is far too high and presents 

risks that are likely unacceptable to most investors. In contrast, the 

shortterm and modest increase in risk of the dynamically managed 

portfolio will likely fall within acceptable tolerances.

Of course, a manager employing a static approach may make 

any subjective decision, including a good one, leading to 

somewhat better performance. However, the success of 

dynamic risk management — its more reli able ability to remain 

on risk target — argues against a subjective approach. Errors in 

human judgment over just one or two periods can have a lasting 

impact on portfolio results. 

Managing Risk in the Face of 
Investment Losses
Risk management becomes perhaps even more challenging 

during times of crisis. Managers without a predetermined 

strategy for weather ing a crisis are challenged to shield investors 

from tail events, which can dominate longterm returns. One reason 

a manager might maintain static exposures during a crisis is fear of 

getting whipsawed during a rebound. Investors fear ‘selling at the 

bottom’ and so become inclined to hold on, hoping for the storm to 

pass. 

In practice, however, there is no such thing as static 

portfolio management during a crisis. Risk parity managers manage 

leveraged port folios and do not realistically have the option to 

stand fast, particularly with a strategy that employs leverage. The 

actual choice is whether risk management decisions are planned 

by the manager or forced upon him.

A manager without a crisis management strategy is more likely 

to hold on to deteriorat ing positions for too long, only to be 

forced to sell anyway as market conditions deteriorate. Then, 

having cut positions, the manager may be reluctant to rebuild 

risk positions until it’s clear that the worst is over. Alas, markets 

seldom pro vide an ‘allclear’ signal, and this approach often 

means missing out on all or part of a rebound.

A predetermined drawdown control strategy addresses 

these shortcomings. The goal is to cut risk incrementally before 

a fullblown crisis, without relying on perfect foresight to time the 

bottom. A planned drawdown control approach seeks to make 

gradual rather than sudden reductions in portfolio exposure 

when returns are very poor; it doesn’t require foresight that 

the environment is getting worse. An additional benefit is that 

in contrast to an unplanned portfolio deleveraging, it can be 

designed to preserve the risk balance of the portfolio during a 

market crisis.

Figure 2 is a stylized illustration of the way two approaches to 

risk management react to a market crisis and recovery. Markets 

may present us with the need to rapidly reduce risky positions. A 

manager who waits until he is confronted with that decision must 

Figure 2: A Systematic Drawdown Control Process May Limit Losses
Illustration of Two Types of Risk Management in a Crisis

Note that a drawdown control policy may not always be successful at controlling a fund’s risk or limiting portfolio losses. Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes only.
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choose among very poor alternatives. The option to remain static 

in the face of any crisis is an illusion. The real value of a planned 

drawdown policy is in steering portfolio managers clear of this 

Hobson’s choice.

Can It Really Be Done?

Investors may ask whether dynamic risk man agement is possible. 

Whereas it is notoriously difficult to consistently predict market 

returns, consistently predicting risk is much easier. 

Risk, unlike return, is persistent. This week’s stock market return 

tells us little about next week’s return, but the risk characteristics of 

the market this week give us significant, useful information about 

next week’s risk. Markets rarely shift from volatile to placid over a 

day or a week. On occasion, they do shift from placid to volatile quite 

quickly, though our research suggests that large changes in risk in 

either direction are much more likely to happen with some market 

warning. In most periods of unusually high equity risk, volatility 

builds slowly, gathering steam as markets veer toward a crisis. Even 

a relatively sudden event like the crash of 1987 was preceded by 

several days of significant market turbulence, potentially enough 

warning for a dynamically risk targeted portfolio to make some 

valuable adjustments.

Figure 3 highlights the ability of dynamic risk management to 

create relatively steady risk exposures. The orange line represents a 

Figure 3: Risk Forecasting Is Worth the Effort
Realized Volatility of Static and Dynamic Equity Portfolios

static (constant value) exposure to equities. The blue line represents 

a dynamically managed portfolio that seeks to maintain constant 

volatil ity over time by adjusting capital exposures. The volatility of 

both portfolios varies, but the volatility of the dynamically managed 

portfolio varies much less, particularly during market crashes, 

minimizing exposure to tail events.

The Proof Is in the Pudding

The past three years have proved once again that risk management 

is critical for investment success. Investors were hurt in 2008 if their 

risk management methods were inadequate, and again in 2009 if 

drastic risk management steps taken during the crisis prevented 

them from reentering the market during the rebound. 

For many investors (not just those manag ing risk parity portfolios), 

a static approach to managing market risk contributed to 

significant losses. Too many investors held on too long only to 

reduce their market exposures after suffering very substantial 

losses, then waited too long to return to the markets. In contrast, 

a dynamic approach could have worked, cutting risk incrementally 

well before the worst of the crisis, and system atically increasing it to 

capture the rebound.

Equity Portfolios created using S&P 500 Index. Static Allocation portfolio holds constant notional exposure to equities. Dynamic Allocation portfolio adjusts holdings based on a volatility 
forecasting model. Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes only.
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Risk management is important in more nor mal markets, too. 
Figure 4 shows a simplified version of our approach, plotting the 

returns of a dynamic risk parity strategy, which incorpo rates 

drawdown control. 

We also recognize that risk parity strategies demand effective 

risk management. We think it is inconsistent to be a 

proponent of risk parity, and to use a very slow or static 

approach to risk management. At its core, risk parity is an 

argument about the importance of diversification – across time 

and across asset classes. In the long term, we think the best 

risk parity portfolios will be those that both adopt a dynamic 

approach to risk management and have a planned capital 

preservation strategy to avoid significant disruptions in a crisis.

Figure 4: With the Right Risk Management, Risk Parity Can Outperform
5-Year Performance of a Model Risk Parity Portfolio vs. a Traditional 60/40 Blend

Sample Risk Parity Portfolios created using Equities (MSCI World Index), Bonds (Barclays Capital U.S. Government Bond Index) and Commodities (Goldman Sachs Commodities 
Index). Global 60/40 Portfolio created using Equities (MSCI World Index) and Bonds (Citigroup World Government Bond Index). Source: AQR. Past performance is not a guarantee 
of future performance. For illustrative purposes only.
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Disclosures
This document has been provided to you solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer or any advice or 
recommendation to purchase any securities or other financial instruments and may not be construed as such. The factual information set forth herein 
has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the author and AQR Capital Management, LLC (“AQR”) to be reliable but it is not necessarily 
all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as to its accuracy and is not to be regarded as a representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the 
information’s accuracy or completeness, nor should the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision. This document is 
intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered by AQR, and it is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any other 
person. The information set forth herein has been provided to you as secondary information and should not be the primary source for any investment 
or allocation decision. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. 

This material is not research and should not be treated as research. This paper does not represent valuation judgments with respect to any financial 
instrument, issuer, security or sector that may be described or referenced herein and does not represent a formal or official view of AQR. The views 
expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof and neither the author nor AQR undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views 
expressed herein. 

The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other 
reasons. Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. The information in this presentation has been developed internally and/
or obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, neither AQR nor the author guarantees the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such 
information. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other 
decision. There can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual future 
market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be relied upon as such. 

The information in this paper may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets, forecasts or 
expectations regarding the strategies described herein, and is only current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such events or 
targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown here. The information in this document, including statements concerning 
financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other 
reasons. 

Broad-based securities indices are unmanaged and are not subject to fees and expenses typically associated with managed accounts or investment 
funds. Investments cannot be made directly in an index. 

The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the large and mid -cap equity market 
performance of 23 developed countries.

The Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index is a measure of global investment grade debt from twenty-four local currency markets. This multi-
currency benchmark includes treasury, government-related, corporate and securitized fixed-rate bonds from both developed and emerging markets 
issuers.

HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH, BUT  NOT ALL, ARE DESCRIBED 
HEREIN. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY FUND OR ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES 
SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN HEREIN. IN FACT, THERE ARE  FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY REALIZED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF 
THE LIMITATIONS OF  HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF  
HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD 
CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND 
LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS THAT CAN 
ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR 
TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF 
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS, ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. 

The hypothetical performance results contained herein represent the application of the quantitative models as currently in effect on the date first 
written above and there can be no assurance that the models will remain the same in the future or that an application of the current models in the 
future will produce similar results because the relevant market and economic conditions that prevailed during the hypothetical performance period 
will not necessarily recur. Discounting factors may be applied to reduce suspected anomalies. This backtest’s return, for this period, may vary 
depending on the date it is run.Hypothetical performance results are presented for illustrative purposes only. In addition, our transaction cost 
assumptions utilized in backtests, where noted, are based on AQR Capital Management, LLC’s, (“AQR”)’s historical realized transaction costs and 
market data. Certain of the assumptions have been made for modeling purposes and are unlikely to be realized. No representation or warranty is 
made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made or that all assumptions used in achieving the returns have been stated or fully considered. 
Changes in the assumptions may have a material impact on the hypothetical returns presented. Actual advisory fees for products offering this 
strategy may vary. 
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